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Abstract
Organizational policy so called association rule mining and classification are two important data mining terminology and technology in the knowledge discovery process. The combination of these two methods is an important research topic and has many applications in data mining. The combination of these two methods creates a new method called group mining policy or group classification system. The combination of these two methods provides better classification accuracy when classifying data. The research field of content-based data collection requires high efficiency and productivity. Join the mining rule to find the engagement pattern from the data in these applications; we will classify the targets based on the engagement pattern. Our paper focuses on the combination of classification and association rule mining to achieve classified data. In this paper, we propose the use of two new algorithms, CPAR (classification based on predictive association rules) and CMAR (classification based on multi-category association rules), which provide integration and distribution benefits when necessary. CPAR uses anger detection techniques to generate rules directly from training data rather than creating common constructs such as classification entities. Additionally, CPAR develops and tests regulations rather than policy-based procedures to avoid significant regulation. To avoid over-fitting, CPAR evaluates each rule using expected accuracy and uses the top-k rules for prediction. CMAR uses the CR tree model to efficiently store and retain rules in the mined organization and truncate rules based on trust, necessity, and evidence. Distributions were based on a weighted χ analysis using multiple association rules. Extensive experiments show that CMAR is consistent, efficient, and has better mean variance than FOIL (first-person inductive learner) and PRM (predictive rule mining) for classifying different products. The proposed algorithm is better in terms of required memory, time consumption and eliminating intermediate data structure when used.
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1. Introduction
Classification rule mining and association rule mining are two important data science technologies. Distributed rule mining is used to discover small patterns in data to create a distinct truth. Organizational rule mining called as association rule mining is used to discover all relationships in big data. Association rule mocks find all rules in the file that meets certain minimum support and minimum confidence conditions. While the exploration target for shared mining rights is not determined in advance, only a single target is determined for the distribution of mining rights. These two methods can be combined to form a foundation called the statistical method. Association is done to obtain a special set of association rules whose right-hand side is limited to the properties of the categorical class. Subsets of these rules are called organizational rules. Classification using association rules is limited to situations where the condition can only occur in a separate group. This is because the organization's rule mining only works on categorical attributes. The leading Y of every association rule X → Y is the separation of objects. However, general union rules cannot be directly applied. We must narrow down their definitions. Any element not found in the rule body may appear in the rule header. When we want to use rules for classification, we are interested in rules that can ensure category participation. Therefore, we limit the Y header of the X → Y category association rule to a single element. The attribute of this attribute-value pair must be an attribute category. Of course, classroom rules are a predictable task. We can create a classification using the ability to distinguish between group rules.
Designing accurate and effective classifiers for large data sets is one of the most important tasks of data mining and machine learning. Given the events in the class list as a training method, the operator needs to build a model (called a classifier) whose records Unknown. Previous studies have developed heuristic/greedy search strategies for class formation, such as decision trees [10], rule-based learning [2, 4, 13, 18], naive Bayesian distribution [4, 9, 13], and statistical methods [3]. These methods teach representative rules (e.g., decision trees or rule sets) from training data to make good predictions. Recent research suggests extracting effective collaborative processes from training data that meet specific user frequencies and trust levels. Create an efficient and effective classification by carefully choosing rules such as CBA [9], CAEP [3], and ADT [11]. This method selects the best rules from all received rules. Because association rules examine the reliability of associations across many different dimensions, they can overcome some of the limitations of decision tree induction, which examines a single variable at a time. Performance studies [6, 9, 3, 11] show that clustering-based classification can often have better accuracy. In recent years, a new method called association classification [7, 6] has been proposed, which combines association policy mining [1] and classification. It uses association rule mining algorithms such as Apriori [1] or FP-growth [5] to generate all association rules. It then chooses a small set of good rules and uses that rule to make predictions. Experiments in [7, 6, 18, 20] show that this method has a higher accuracy than traditional classifications such as C4.5 [8, 14]. In this article, we present two new processes called CPAR (Functional Collaboration Rules Based Classification) and CMAR (Multiple Collaboration Rules Based Classification). CPAR uses the simple concept of FOIL [9] in policy making and integrates aspects of integration into policy forecasting. Compared with statistical analysis, CPAR has the following advantages: (1) CPAR produces a small set of best methods from the dataset; (2) To avoid the creation of duplicate rules, CPAR targets "currently created" rules. All rules are created; (3), when predicting the class label of a sample, it uses the best CPAR of the rules that the sample satisfies. Moreover, CPAR also uses the following features to improve its accuracy and efficiency: (1) CPAR uses dynamic programming to avoid double calculation when creating rules; (2) When creating rules, instead of choosing the best one, choose the closest one. Immutable values to avoid missing important rules. Compared to clustering, CPAR creates smaller policies with better quality and lower cost. Therefore, CPAR takes more time in accurate generation and forecasting but is on par with participation distribution.

CMAR selects a small number of reliable and highly correlated systems and verifies the compatibility of these codes. To avoid bias, we developed a new method called weight $\chi^2$, which provides a good measure of the strength of promotion and distribution rules. Performance studies show that CMAR is generally more predictive than CBA [9] and C4.5 [10]. Second, to improve accuracy and efficiency, CMAR uses new CR tree data to store the classification code and make the most of it. The CR-tree is a tree structure that was first used to explore code sharing and thus realize the great promise. The CR tree itself is also a standard code model and is useful for storing code. Third, to increase the purpose of the goal to complete the process FP grows faster than Apriori-like methods previously used in association classification (e.g.,) [9, 3, 11], especially when there are many rules, data are large training papers, and long examples.

2. Related Work

Data analysis algorithms (or today’s most popular data mining algorithms) can be divided into three main groups according to the nature of the data they retrieve [1]: clustering (also called segmentation or unsupervised learning), predictive modeling (also known as classification or supervised learning) and frequent removal of models. Clustering is a broad class of data mining algorithms. These algorithms use a search process whose goal is to identify some of the best paths to all similar examples in the data. One of the oldest and stout clustering algorithms is k-means [2]. Two disadvantages of this algorithm are the initialization problem and the fact that the clusters must be linearly separable. To solve the initial problem, an additional decision algorithm, global k-means [3], was proposed that uses k-means as the local search algorithm. The k-means kernel algorithm [4] eliminates the linear separation limitation and uses the non-linear $\phi$ transform to map the points of the access point to multiple locations and uses k-means for the feature space. K-means global kernel [5] is an algorithm that uses the kernel function to map data points from the access point to the multipoint location, optimizing error in certain areas by searching for near-perfect. Due to the decision it makes, it is independent of the initial problem and can define unseparated groups in the input space. Therefore, the global kernel k-means algorithm combines the advantages of global k-means and kernel k-means. Another data integration is hierarchical clustering based on the Hungarian method [6], and the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm is O(n2). The main classification techniques are decision trees, unbiased Bayes and statistics [12]. They use heuristic search and greedy search techniques to come up with a set of rules to find distributors. C4.5 and Classification and Regression Trees (CART) are the most famous decision tree algorithms. The final category of data mining algorithms is active pattern extraction. For big data [7], describes an Apriori algorithm that generates all key rules of objects in the data. The algorithm passes over the database many times. The previous set includes items that expand over time. In each case, the support of candidate features provided by tuples in the data and features in the set region is evaluated. Initially, the bounding set has only one element, the empty space.

At the end of the test, the support of the candidate's product is compared with minsupport. Also decide whether the product will be added to the limit of the next contest. The algorithm ends when the boundary set is empty. When all objects that meet Mintsis support are found, the relevant rules will be created from these objects. Liu Bing et al. [8] proposed a correlation-based classification algorithm (CBA) to discover cluster association rules (CAR). It consists of two parts: a rule generation (called CBA-RG) and a classification rule (called CBA-CB) based on the Apriori algorithm to find association rules. While the Apriori algorithm uses a set of objects, CBA-RG uses a set having a condset (object) and a group. The class rule used to create the class in [8, 9] is more accurate than the C4.5 algorithm [2, 3, 16]. However, correlation-based classification (CBA) algorithms require statistical parameters to generate the classification. Evaluation is based on the support and reliability of each rule.
This makes CBA less of a classification based on guessing association rules. Neural network is a network that simulates human visual perception, based on the research of neural networks, created by simplifying, combining and optimizing the properties of biological systems and neural networks. It uses the concept of nonlinear mapping, parallel processing methods and the structure of the neural network to express the input and output of information. At first, it is not good to apply neural networks in data search because the neural network model is complex, the training time is long, and the results are not easy to understand. However, it has the advantages of high data noise and low error, and the continuous improvement and optimization of many network training algorithms, especially the continuous improvement and optimization of various network pruning algorithms and rule extraction algorithms. In data search, neural networks are common and popular among users. Xianjun Ni describes the data mining process based on neural networks. The process includes three main steps: data preparation, policy extraction, and policy evaluation. Classification is currently considered one of the most important tasks in data mining.

Sharing real-world examples is something everyone has experienced at some point in their lives. Just as people can be classified according to their race, products on the market can also be classified according to the consumer’s decision. Classification often involves examining the characteristics of new products and attempting to assign them to a set of predefined categories. Considering the information recorded in the file, each file has a set of characteristics; one of the attributes is group.

The purpose of classification is to create patterns from individual objects to identify previously unseen objects as accurately as possible. There are many methods to extract information from data, such as divide and conquer, isolate and manage, coverage and statistics. The divide-and-conquer method first selects an attribute as its root and then creates a branch for each possible level of that attribute. This divides the training samples into subsets, one for each fit value. The same process will be repeated until all events falling within a branch have the same distribution or until no more events can be split.

On the other hand, it's a way of dividing and conquering before greedily establishing the rules (one by one). Once a policy is found, all events to which that policy applies will be deleted. The best policy is to do the same process until you find a major error. Statistical methods such as Naïve Bayes use statistical parameters (i.e. probability) to classify test items. Finally, the coverage method selects each class in turn and finds a way to cover most of the training material in that class to generate the code with the highest accuracy. Many algorithms such as decision trees, PART, RIPPER and Prism are derived from this model. In this study, some studies were carried out in several layers. So far, most of the research on multiple documentations has focused on text classification. In this study, only the classification of rule-forming algorithms into a group is discussed.

3. Design and implementation of the system
The overall design of the association rule mining system by classification is described in Figure 1.

A) Data source / database module
This module stores information in the form of datasets. Here we have a dataset with many attribute values in the form of data exchange and a dataset containing the dataset schema. Useful for categorizing such data.

B) Classifications module
This module reads the data from the data set and performs the classification and sorting process.

C) Association rules creation module
This module uses the group for my association rules and creates active objects to create association rules.

D) Performance Analysis part
This model calculates the number of groups based on various algorithms such as CPAR, CMAR, FOIL, and PRM. Then compare your results and determine the best algorithm.

4. Associative classification
Relational classification is a special type of association rule discovery in which only category features on the right-hand (next-door) side of the rule are taken into account; For example, in a rule like X → Y, Y must be the attribute category. One of the main advantages of using association-based classification over classical classification methods is that the results of the association classification algorithm are represented by simple if-then rules, making it easier for end users to understand and interpret. Also, unlike decision tree algorithms, the rules in integration can be changed or changed without affecting the general rules, while the same task must replace the entire tree in the decision tree. Let us analyze the classification problem in an organization where the data set T has m variables A1, A2. Includes group names, Am and C. The number of bundles in T is denoted by T. Attributes can be categorical (that is, they take values from the limit of possible values) or continuous (they are real numbers or numbers). For categorical behavior, each possible and desired value corresponds to a set of positive numbers. Use discretization techniques for continuous features.
Definition 1: An array or training object in T can be defined as a combination of the attribute name Ai and the value aij plus the category expression cj.

Definition 2: An object can be defined as the attribute name Ai and the value ai represented as $<(Ai, ai)>$.

Definition 3: An itemset can be defined as a set of discrete attribute values present in the training object, denoted as $<(A1, a1), \ldots, (Ai, ai)\rangle$.

Definition 4: A rule item r has the form <itemset, c>, where c $\subset$ C is a class.

Definition 5: The actual occurrence of the correct element (actocc) r in T is the number of rows in T that match the set of elements r.

Definition 6: The support number of a rule r is the line that matches element r in T and is in class c in r.

Definition 7: The number of times and itemset i (occitm) appears in T is the number of rows matching i in T.

Definition 8: Item set minsupp above threshold i if (occitm(i)/T)>=minsupp.

Definition 9: Rule entry r above minsupp threshold if (suppcount(r)/T)>=minsupp.

Definition 10: Rule entry r above the minconf threshold if (suppcount(r)/actocc(r)) > =minconf.

Definition 11: A minsupp itemset i that exceed the minsupp threshold is called an active itemset.

Definition 12: An entry rule r that exceeds the minsupp threshold is called an active entry rule.

Definition 13: CAR is expressed as: $(A1, a1) \land \ldots \land (Ai, aik) \Rightarrow c$, where the left side of the rule (main) is the process and its successor is the class.

A classifier is a representation of H: A $\rightarrow$ Y; where A is the itemset and Y is the category. The main task of relational analysis is to create a set of rules (models) that can predict the category of previously unseen data (so-called test data) in order to correct them as much as possible. In other words, the goal is to find the classifier h $\in$ H that maximizes the probability h(a) = y for all test items. The role of classification of organizations is different from the pursuit of organizational rights. The main difference between organizational law discovery and organizational classification is that integration only determines category properties in subsequent laws. But the former permits many necessary features to be utilized in subsequent codes. Table I shows the premier important discerns between classification based on association and association rule discovery, where prohibition of over-fitting is more important as well as necessary in associative classification that not required in case of association rule discovery because associative classification acts upon using a subset of the discovered rule set to predict classes of new data objects. Over-fitting more often occurs when discovered rules perform well on the training data set and badly on the test data set. This can be due to many causes, such as a small number of training data objects or noise.

The problem of generating a classifier by the use of correlation called associative classifiers which can be segregated into four main steps below.

- **Step 1:** Display all the frequently used items.
- **Step 2:** confirm all CARs those have a higher confidence level than the default minconf in the active set extricated in step 1.
- **Step 3:** Select a subset of CARs to construct the classifier built in step 2.
- **Step 4:** Evaluating the quality of the attained classifier on test data item occurs when the discovered rules perform well on the training data set and badly on the test data set as well as items. This can be due to several reasons, such as a small number of training data objects or noise.

**Table 1: The main differences between AC and association rule discovery.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Association rule discovery</th>
<th>Associative classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No class attribute involved (Unsupervised learning). The aim is to discover associations between items in a transactional database. There could be more than one attribute in Consequent of a rule. Overfitting is usually not an issue</td>
<td>A class must be given (supervised learning) The aim is to construct a classifier that can forecast the classes of test data objects. There is only attribute (class attribute) in the consequent of a rule. Overfitting is an important issue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Generation of classification rules for CMAR

In this section, we develop a new classification system called CMAR, which classifies according to multiple classification rules. CMAR has two phases: custom design and deployment. In the first step, rule generation, CMAR is calculated for all sets R in the form: P->c; where P is the model in the training data and c is the category labels; hence sup(R) and conf(R) overcome certain support and dependency constraints respectively. In addition, CMAR deletes some rules by selecting only a set of good rules for distribution. In the second stage, classification stage, for object data Obj, CMAR extracts the rule subset corresponding to the object and predicts the name of the object by analyzing the rule subset. In this section, we develop ways to create separate rules. To find classification rules, CMAR first searches the training data to find the successful set that passes certain levels of support and confidence. This is an important task of the frequent pattern or relation search for active standards or organizational association rules [1]. To make mining more efficient and profitable, CMAR takes a different approach to FP development [5]. FP-growth is a pattern mining algorithm that is faster than Apriori-like methods, especially when there are large datasets, low support, and/or long models. The example below gives a full idea of the mining rules in CMAR.

Example 1. (Mining Class Association Rules) Given that the training dataset TH is shown in Table 1. Let the support threshold be 2 and the confidence threshold be 50%. CMAR mines the class association rules as follows.
First, CMAR scans the training dataset TH once and finds a set of attribute values that occur at least twice in T. The set is F={a1,b2,c3,d1} and is called the set of time items. All other attribute values that do not meet the support threshold cannot play any role in the class association rules and may therefore be pruned. Then CMAR sorts the attribute values in F in descending order, i.e., F-list =a1-b2-c3-d. Then, CMAR rescans the training dataset to build an FP-tree as shown in Figure 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Row Id</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>Class Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>a1</td>
<td>b1</td>
<td>c1</td>
<td>d1</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>a1</td>
<td>b2</td>
<td>c1</td>
<td>d2</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>a2</td>
<td>b3</td>
<td>c2</td>
<td>d3</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>a1</td>
<td>b2</td>
<td>c3</td>
<td>d3</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>a1</td>
<td>b2</td>
<td>c1</td>
<td>d3</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: A Training Data Set

FP-tree is a prefix tree with respect to F-list. For each tuple in the training data set, attribute values appearing in the F-list are extracted and sorted by the F-list. For example, for the first tuple, (a1, c1) is extracted and inserted into the tree as the leftmost branch in the tree. The class label is assigned to the last node in the path. The tuples in the training data set share prefixes. For example, the second tuple carries the values of the attributes (a1, b2, c1) in list F and shares a common prefix a1, b2 with the first tuple. So it also shares the subpath a1, b2 with the leftmost branch. All nodes with the same attribute value are connected as a queue started from the header table. Third, based on the F-list, the set of class association rules can be divided into 4 non-overlapping subsets: (1) those with d3; (2) those that have c1 but no d3; (3) those that have b2 but no d3 or c1; and (4) those having only a1. CMAR gets these subsets one by one. Fourth, to find a subset of rules with d3, CMAR traverses nodes with attribute value d3 and looks “up” to collect a projected database d3 that contains three tuples: (a1,b2,c1,d3); (a1, b2, d3); and d3 that contains all tuples having d3. The riddle of chancing all frequent patterns of attributes with d3 in the entire training data set can be dropped to mining frequent patterns of attributes in the estimated d3 database. Repetitively, in the decided database d3, a1 and b2 are frequent trait values, i.e. they surpass the support threshold. We can booby-trap the prognosticated database recursively by constructing FP-trees and prognosticated databases. It just so happens that in the d3 prognosticated database, a1 and b2 always do together, so a1b2 is a frequent pattern. a1 and b2 are two sub patterns of a1b2 and have the same number of supports as a1b2. To avoid negligibility, we only use the frequent pattern a1b2d3. Grounded on the information about the class marker distribution, we induce a rule a1b2d3->C with support 2 and confidence 100. After chancing rules with d3, all bumps of d3 are intermingled into their parent bumps. This is class marker information registered in knot d3 is registered in its parent knot. The FP-tree is reduced as shown in the figure 3. Please note that this tree reduction operation is performed at the same checkup of the projected d3 database collection. The remaining rule subsets can be booby-trapped also. There are two main differences in rule mining in CMAR and the standard FP-growth algorithm. On the one hand, CMAR finds frequent patterns and generates rules in one step. Generally, association rules must be booby-trapped in two ways. This is also the case with traditional associative bracket styles. First, all frequent patterns (i.e. patterns passing through the support threshold) are set up. Also, grounded on the uprooted frequent patterns, all association rules meeting the confidence threshold are generated. The difference of CMAR from other associative bracket styles is that, for each pattern, CMAR maintains a distribution of different class markers among the data objects matching the pattern. This is done without any outflow in the (tentative) database count procedure. So, once a frequent pattern is set up (i.e., the pattern traversal support threshold), rules about the pattern can be generated incontinently. Therefore, CMAR has no segregate rule generation step. On the other hand, CMAR uses the class marker distribution for trouncing. For any frequent pattern P, let c be the most dominant class in the set of data objects corresponding to P. still, there's no need to search for any super pattern (superset) P' of P, because no rule of the form P->C can meet the support threshold either. If the number of objects with a class marker and corresponding P is lower than the support threshold.
tree structure of prefixes. We demonstrate the general idea of a CR-tree with the following example.

**Example 2 (CR-tree):** four rules are found after mining training data set as shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule Id</th>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Support</th>
<th>Confidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Abc</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>abcd</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ebe</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>bcd</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A **CR-tree** is built for the set of rules, as shown in Figure 4, while the construction process is explained as follows.

A CR tree has a root node. All attribute values that appear on the left side of a rule are sorted by frequency. That is, the most frequently occurring attribute values come first. The first rule abc A is inserted into the tree as the path to the root node. The class label, denoted by (A, 80, 80%), and the support and confidence of the rule are recorded at the last node of the path, i.e., the node of that rule. The second rule, abcd A, shares the abc prefix with the first rule. Therefore, a new node d is inserted into the tree by extending it with the path generated by the first rule. Again, the rule's class label, support, and trust are recorded in the last node. This means that the third and fourth rules can be pushed or inserted similarly. All nodes with the same attribute values are connected to the queue using node links. The headers for each queue are stored in a header table. To the left of the rules, 13 cells are required to store the initial rule set. If you use a CR tree, only 9 nodes are needed. As you can see from the example above, the CR tree structure has the following advantages: The CR tree has a compact structure. It saves a lot of rule storage space by checking for potential rule sharing. Experimental results show that using CR trees can often save around 50-60% of space. The CR tree itself is an index of rules. For example, to get all rules with attribute values b and d in the rule set an Example 2, you can traverse the node d starting in the header table and continue searching for b. After generating the CR tree, rule search becomes efficient. This makes it much easier to refine your rules and use them for classification.

**B) Pruning rules**

The number of rules generated by class association rule mining can be huge. To make the classification effective as well as efficient, we need to trim the rules to remove redundant and noisy information. According to the ability of the rules for classification, a global order of rules is compiled. Given two rules R1 and R2, R1 is said to have higher rank than R2, denoted R1 > R2, if and only if (1) conf(R1) > Conf(R2) (2) conf(R1) = conf(R2) but Sup(R1) > Sup(R2) or (3) conf(R1)>conf(R2). Sup(R1)=Sup(R2), but R1 has fewer attribute values on the left than R2. Moreover, the rule R1: POC is called a general rule with respect to rule R2: P ⊆ C, if and only if P is a subset of P. CMAR uses the following methods for pruning rules. First, use a general rule and a high confidence rule to cut out the more specific and the less confident. Given two rules R1 and R2, where I is the general rule w.r.t. R2. CMAR prunes R2 if R1 also has a higher rating than R2. This is because we only need to consider general rules with high confidence R1, and therefore more specific rules with low confidence should be truncated. This pruning is done when the rule is inserted into the CR-tree. When a rule is inserted into the tree, it starts traversing the tree to check if the rule can be pruned or if it can prune other rules that are already inserted. Our experimental results show that this pruning is effective. Second, selecting only positively correlated rules. For each rule R:POC, we test whether P is positively correlated with c using χ2 testing. Only rules that are positively correlated, i.e. those for which the χ2 value exceeds the significance level threshold, are used for later classification. All other rules are trimmed. The reason for this trimming is that we use rules reflecting strong implications for classification. By removing those rules that are not positively correlated, we reduce the noise. After selecting a set of classification rules, CMAR is ready to classify new objects. Given a new data object, CMAR collects a subset of rules corresponding to the new object from the rule set for classification. In this section, we discuss how to determine a class label based on a subset of rules. Trivially, if all rules matching a new object have the same class label, CMAR simply assigns that label to the new object. If the rules are not consistent in the class labels, CMAR groups the rules according to the class labels. All rules in a group share the same class label and each group has its own designation. CMAR compares group effects and returns with the strongest group. In order to compare the strength of groups, we need to measure the "combined effect" of each group. Intuitively, if the rules in a group are highly and potentially correlated and have good support, the group should have a strong effect. There are many possible ways to measure the combined effect of a group of rules. For example, the strongest rule can be used as a proxy. This means that the rule with the highest χ2 value is selected. However, simply choosing the rule with the highest χ2 value can be advantageous for minority classes, as the following example shows.

6. **Generation of rules for classification by use of CPAR**

CPAR (Classification based on Predictive Association Rules), which combines the leverages of both associative classification and traditional rule-based classification. Rather than generating a large number of candidate rules as in case of associative classification, CPAR snatches a greedy algorithm to generate rules directly from the training data. In addition, CPAR produces and tests more rules than traditional rule-based classifiers to avoid missing important rules. To avoid overfitting, CPAR uses the expected
accuracy to evaluate each rule and uses the best k rules in prediction. CPAR stands in the middle between exhaustive and greedy algorithms, combining the advantages of both. CPAR creates rules by adding literals one at a time, similar to PRM. However, instead of ignoring all but the best literals, CPAR keeps all literals close to the best during the rule generation process. In this way, CPAR can select more than one literal at a time and create several rules at the same time. The following is a detailed description of the CPAR rule generation algorithm. Suppose that at some step in the rule generation process, after finding the best literal p, another literal q is found that has a similar gain to p (e.g., differs by at most 1%). In addition to continuing to create a rule by attaching p to r, q also attaches to the current rule r to create a new rule r0 that is en-queued. Each time a new rule is to be built, the queue is first checked. If it is not empty, a rule is extracted from it, which is taken as the current rule. This constitutes a depth-first search when generating rules.

Example. Figure 5 depicts an illustration of how CPAR generates rules. After selecting the first literal (A1 = 2), two literals (A2 = 1) and (A3 = 1) are found to have similar gain, which is higher than the other literals. First, the literal (A2 = 1) is selected and a rule is generated in that direction. Then the rule (A1 = 2; A3 = 1) is considered the current rule. Again, two literals with similar gain (A4 = 2) and (A2 = 1) are selected and a rule is generated along each of the two directions. This generates three rules:

(A1 = 2; A2 = 1; A4 = 1).
(A1 = 2; A3 = 1; A4 = 2; A2 = 3).

The following diagram shows the comparison of space complexity between different algorithms FOIL, PRM, CPAR, CMAR, CRAM using a line graph.
Fig 7: Space Complexity comparison of algorithms

The Following Diagram shows the comparison of no of Rules generated between different algorithms FOIL, PRM, CPAR, CMAR, CRAM using Line Chart.

Fig 8: Comparison of Accuracy of algorithms.

The Following Diagram shows the comparison of no of Rules generated between different algorithms FOIL, PRM, CPAR, CMAR, CRAM using Line Chart.
The Following Diagram shows the comparison of time complexity between different algorithms FOIL, PRM, CPAR, CMAR, CRAM using Bar Chart.

The Following Diagram shows the comparison of space complexity between different algorithms FOIL, PRM, CPAR, CMAR, CRAM using Bar Chart.
The Following Diagram shows the comparison of Accuracy, Complexity of different algorithms FOIL, PRM, CPAR, CMAR, CRAM using Bar Chart.
Fig 12: Comparison of Accuracy of algorithms.

The Following Diagram shows the comparison of No of Rules among different algorithms FOIL, PRM, CPAR, CMAR, CRAM using Bar Chart.
8. Conclusion
In this paper, we investigate two main problems in association rule mining classification. (1) Productive efficiency in processing a large number of discovered association rules and (2) Efficacy as well as efficiency in predicting new class labels with high classification accuracy. We proposed two new association classification methods: CMAR, a classification based on multiple association rules, and CPAR, a classification based on predictive association rules. The CMAR method has several unique features. (1) Classification is performed based on a weighted $\chi^2$ analysis imposed by multiple association rules, which improves the overall classification accuracy. (2) Effectively reduce rules based on trust, correlation, and database coverage. (3) We extend efficient methods such as frequent pattern analysis, FP growth, building FP trees associated with class distributions, and applying CR tree structures to achieve efficiency by efficiently storing and retrieving the discovered association rules. CPAR is designed to integrate classification and association rule analysis. Performance studies show that CPAR achieves high accuracy and efficiency, which can be explained by the following important characteristics: (1) we use a greedy rule generation approach, which is much more efficient than generating all candidate rules. (2) A dynamic programming approach to avoid repeated computations when generating rules, (3) selecting multiple literals and generating multiple rules simultaneously, (4) evaluating the rules using expected accuracy and which one is best for prediction to be used. CPAR represents a new approach to efficient, high-quality classification. Experiments show that both CMAR and CPAR perform better than FOIL and PRM.
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